Scramble
Type of Game:
Rush Hour Scramble is a multi player competitive game.
Setup:
Game is played by two to four players. Each player uses his/her own Rush Hour game.
The Object:
Each player designs a Rush Hour challenge for another player to solve. Players switch boards and race to be the first
to solve their challenge. The player who solves his/her challenge first is the winner.
To Play:
Players each select the Escape Vehicle and seven Blocking Vehicles from their own Rush Hour game. All players
should have the same size vehicles, color is not important. For a more advanced game, play with more blocking
vehicles.
1. Each player places their Escape Vehicle facing the exit gate, occupying the space right before the exit.
2. Taking turns, each player places one of their Blocking Vehicles on their Rush Hour game board. Other players
place the same-size vehicle in the same place on their own boards. Players continue until all vehicles have been
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with 8 pieces each for
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3. Players scramble the vehicles on their game board, trying to create the most scrambled Rush Hour challenge they
can. Players scramble by backing up their Escape Vehicle and moving the Blocking Vehicles on the grid. Vehicles may
only slide on the tracks and cannot be picked up.
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4. When time is called by the leader (we recommend 60 seconds), players stop scrambling and pass their game
board to the player on their left.
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Sample scramble
challenges.
(scrambled from the set
up position shown
under Step 2.)
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5. When everyone is ready, players start solving the Rush Hour challenges they have been given. Keep playing until
everyone has solved their challenges. If anyone is stuck and wants help, players who have already finished may
assist. The player who solves the challenge first is the winner.
6. After everyone is finished, discuss the challenges, encouraging players to describe how they created their
Scramble, what features made challenges more or less difficult to solve, and strategies they used to create and solve
the challenges.
7. Play again.

Variations:
Add or Subtract Game Pieces
Experiment with the number and type of vehicles used to create a Scramble. Fewer pieces generally lead to simpler
challenges, while more pieces will lead to harder challenges.
Each Player Creates a Setup
All players use the same number and size of blocking vehicles, but each player creates their own challenge with
these vehicles (first setting down all game pieces with the Escape Vehicle at the exit gate, then scrambling them).
Equalize Skill Levels
Allow players who lost the previous round to remove one of the pieces from their Scramble before they start solving
the challenge. (This approach is useful when there are big differences in skill level among players.)
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